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During November-December 1982 we undertook field inves-
tigations of McMurdo Volcanic Group rocks at Turks Head and
Tryggve Point on Ross Island and in selected areas at Minna
Bluff with the aim of establishing volcanic stratigraphy and
collecting samples suitable for geochemical study and po-
tassium/argon (K/Ar) age dating.

Turks Head and Tryggve Point form the coast of Ross Island
north of the Erebus ice tongue. The sea cliffs bounding these
small headlands afford good exposures of two, probably inde-
pendent, subaqueous to subaerial volcanic sequences in which
nepheline hawaiite is the predominant rock type (Goldich et al.
1975; Kyle 1976; Luckman 1974). Intrusion of brecciating dykes
into the saturated and unconsolidated subaquagene pile and a
proliferation of soft sediment faulting caused disruption of pri-
mary structures, which have been further affected by
postlithification, high-angle faulting and remobilization of fine
palagonitic sediment.

The Turks Head sequence has a regional dip of 30° to the
north and comprises pillow lavas that are overlain first by a lava
flow and then by massive pillow and hyaloclastite breccias with
pockets of bedded hyaloclastite tuff; these breccias grade up-
ward into a series of lava-flow tongues. These flows interfinger
with and are overlain by bedded palagonitic sediments.

At Tryggve Point, the subaqueous sequence is less well ex-
posed. It has a regional dip of 30° to the north and west and
comprises highly disrupted, graded, bedded hyaloclastite and
sheared masses of lava that are overlain by massive pillow
hyaloclastite breccia with pockets of bedded palagonitic tuff;
this breccia grades upward into pillow lavas. There is a sharp,
nonhorizontal transition to the overlying subaerial lava-flow
sequence.

Both Turks Head and Tryggve Point are urtconformably over-
lain by anorthoclase phonolite flows, which on the western end
of Turks Head have formed a distinctive hyaloclastite breccia.
While the anorthoclase phonolite flowed west from the flanks
of Mount Erebus, the source of the underlying volcanic rocks is
believed to have been offshore to the south.

The 50-kilometer-long peninsula forming Minna Bluff ex-
tends southeast from the flanks of Mount Discovery into the
Ross Ice Shelf. It formed as one of three radial arms of volcanic
activity associated with crustal doming attributed to magma
emplacement beneath Mount Discovery (Kyle and Cole 1974).
Prior to our field work the peninsula was geologically unmap-

ped. There are only two geochemical analyses of rocks from this
area (Goldich et al. 1975; Kyle 1976), and there is no radiometric
age control on the volcanism.

The oldest rocks crop out at the southern end of the peninsula
and comprise hyaloclastite breccias and flows of plagioclase
basalt and a sequence of basaltic, lensoidal, subaerial flows.
Incipient to pervasive propylitic alteration affects many of these
rocks. They are truncated by a prominent, complex, glacial
unconformity, which can be traced discontinuously for more
than 10 kilometers from the southern tip of the peninsula.
Glacial striae were found at two localities at the base of the
unconformity which comprises 50 centimeters to 2 meters of
bedded and cross-bedded, palagonitized, volcanogenic sedi-
ments varying from sandstones to fine conglomerates. Un-
sorted, matrix supported, angular breccia beds associated with
the unconformity are interpreted as tillites.

In the vicinity of the southeast cape a silicic dome and thick
(approximately 80 meters) lava flow overlie this unconformity.
These lavas display considerable brecciation, especially at the
base of the flow, and are pervasively propylitically altered. An
angular, constructional unconformity separates these lavas
from overlying deposits.

A later sequence of basaltic hyaloclastite breccias and flows
overlie both unconformities at the southern end of the penin-
sula. It is tentatively correlated with a thick (greater than 600
meters) sequence of similar lava flows, in places associated with
hyaloclastite breccia, which underlie the rest of Minna Bluff.
Good exposures along the southwest shore of the peninsula
indicate that the sequence comprises several coalescing shields.

Following the erosion that formed the southwest-facing cliffs
several basaltic cinder cones and small flows were erupted from
vents along the cliffs. Many of these cinder cone deposits have
been extensively palagonitized, probably by hydrothermal ac-
tivity associated with numerous trachytic dykes that transect
them. These kaersutite-bearing trachyte dykes are not limited
to the vicinity of the southwest-facing cliffs but also crop out
extensively at the southern end of Minna Bluff and are par-
ticularly numerous along the eastern shore for 3-4 kilometers
north from the southeast cape. These dykes follow a north to
northwest trend, dip steeply west, are 1-2 meters wide, and are
vertically continuous.

Trachyte lava flows and domes were mapped in the vicinity of
the northeast cape. These deposits overlie the lava flows form-
ing the coalescing shields and are not cut by the trachytic dykes.
There is a petrographic similarity between the trachytic lavas
forming the dykes and some of those erupted as flows in the
northeast cape area.

The final phase of volcanic activity on Minna Bluff was the
eruption of basaltic cinder cones and associated lava flows from
northwest trending vents along the northern portion of the
peninsula. It is not known whether the basaltic vents on top of
the southern end of the peninsula belong to this or the earlier
phase of basaltic cinder cone eruption.

We thank Philip R. Kyle for organizing the project. This
research was supported by National Science Foundation grant
DPP 80-20002.
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Glacial erratics are widespread in McMurdo Sound, occur-
ring at low elevations (0-150 meters) on the flanks of Mount
Discovery, Minna Bluff, White Island, Black Island, and Ross
Island (figure 1). The erratics include a small proportion of
calcareous sandstones, conglomerates, and fine-grained lime-
stones referred to here as the McMurdo Erratics. These rocks
together with volcanoclastic sediments of the Scallop Hill For-
mation (Leckie and Webb 1979) and igneous and metamorphic
rocks derived from the Transantarctic Mountains occur in mo-
raines dominated by Late Neogene volcanic rocks. The source
of the McMurdo Erratics has not been established, because
there is no in situ Cenozoic strata known to crop out in Victoria
Land other than the Scallop Hill Formation, the Pliocene Pecten
Gravels (Webb 1972), and Neogene McMurdo Volcanic rocks on
which the moraines lie. The McMurdo Erratics have for the past
20 years been the only record of early Tertiary sedimentation
from Victoria Land. We have examined 60 selected McMurdo
Erratics collected from Minna Bluff and Mount Discovery by
H. J. Harrington in 1969 and Peter Webb in 1980 and made
petrographic and paleontologic comparison with the 229-meter
glaciomarine sequence recently drilled in McMurdo Sound
(Barrett and McKelvey 1981). Petrographic similarities between
the erratics and the McMurdo Sound Sediment and Tectonic
Studies (MssTs) 1 lithologies together with newly discovered
fossil marine diatoms in many of the erratics now make it
possible to define more accurately their source and their region-
al stratigraphic context. This report is a summary of our
findings.

The erratics from Mount Discovery consist predominantly of
well-sorted sandstone and pebble conglomerates of fine-
grained metamorphic provenance. Less common are arkosic
and quartzose sandstones. Dolerite is a minor to moderate
constituent in all these erratics. The erratics are all cemented by
a fine grained sparry or micritic carbonate and are well-lithified.

The basement complex and the overlying Beacon Supergroup
and Ferrar Dolerite of the Transantarctic Mountains are the
source of the detritus making up the erratics.

The terrigenous erratics from Mount Discovery are miner-
alogically and texturally similar to cores recovered from the
MSSTS #1 sequence drilled into the Victoria Land Basin (Davey,
Bennett, and Houtz 1982) at McMurdo Sound. We consider
these to be terrigenous erratics also derived from the Victoria
Land Basin.

Minna Bluff erratics consist of calcareous silty mudstone and
impure micritic limestone with up to 10 percent terrigenous
detritus. The source from which the limestone erratics were
derived is not yet known. They are known to occur only at
Minna Bluff. No similar lithologies were encountered in MSSTS
#1. This may be due to the nondeposition of these rock types or
else the possible erosion of such lithologies at the MSSTS #1.
Alternatively, the Minna Bluff limestone may represent further
off-shore and/or deep-water equivalents of the MSSTS #1 se-
quence. The terrigenous mudstones encountered at Minna
Bluff do bear similarity to the mudstone lithologies in MSSTS #1.

A high degree of lithification has afforded the erratics the
durability necessary to survive submarine erosion and trans-
port as well as subsequent subaerial weathering after deposition
on the McMurdo moraines. Presumably other less resistant
lithologies were also eroded but did not survive.

Seven limestone and clastic erratics contain late Oligocene,
late Miocene or Pliocene diatoms (figure 2). These same erratics
also contain the Paleogene dinoflagellates identified by McIn-
tyre and Wilson (1966) and Wilson (1967). We think it possible
that other erratics containing dinoflagellates but lacking youn-
ger diatoms are also of Neogene age on the basis of their
lithologic similarity to dated erratics. This does not preclude
however, the possibility that genuine Paleogene lithologies are
also represented.

The presence of late Miocene and Pliocene diatoms in the
erratics confines the time of submarine erosion by piedmont or
grounded shelf ice to some interval in the last 5 million years.

Precise correlation between the erratics and the in situ mate-
rial is not possible until future drilling achieves better recovery
and a more complete record of the Cenozoic strata deposited in
the Victoria Land Basin. Caution must be taken when interpret-
ing fossiliferous sediments in Antarctica. The McMurdo Er-
ratics described here highlight the potential for reworking older
fossils into younger marine sequences.

Mark Leckie, Nancy Engelhardt, Barbara Ward, and Bob
Koch assisted with collection of samples from Mount Discovery
during the 1979-1980 season. We are grateful to Larry Har-
rington for providing the Minna Bluff suite of samples. This
work was supported by National Science Foundation grant DPP
79-07043 and DPP 80-18749A01 (principal investigator, P. N.
Webb).
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